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'Iho Golden stéeg.

without the power of the atmosphere, we will not be

able to radiato when we get into the theatre. if our psych-

ological gestures are weak, our action will be weak. imagine

you are looking at an actor who is acting very well. float

makes him act well? He is producing a gesture in his speech.

We begin with this most impoftant point in our work. we are

in a better position than actors who are compelled to grape

in the darkness. Ehoreforo, we must keep our psychological

gesture with both hands. loday it was very weak. and it was

not clear what the psychological gestures were. As a result

the speech was only moving the mouth, and nothing more.

To make the atmosphere and radiate it. to produce a

paychological gesture inwardly. to Speak and fill the space -

if you will try to do all of this,,you.will increase your

power. This activity must have direction. ihc second rehearsal

Has much better, which shows that we can do better. if you

cannot. than the mistake would be with the director, but

you can do better. therefore it is your_rosponsibility.

PQYCHOLOGIGAL GWSTURW:

Abyss exercise: The world of the real life and

the world r lnavination are two entirely different worlds.
9
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Balzadiugx (Director's exercise.)

The scene in the chapel with Julladina when she

faces the Saint. The exercise was for Jalladina to be drawn

to the Saint - to face him. he turns his head and she :9-

treats, still being drawn to him, and he oxtondo his hand to

hold her back. Kostrin stands watchiny - his gesture is to

take in. The Saint's gesture is to he passive. to be trans-

parent. malladina is pulled towards the Saint until she comes

face to face with him. He turns his head away and shows his

hands in front of his face, as if they were a mirror of

“53535335 3°“1'

who kind of psychological gesture was good. the

moving forward was good. but the mis to was that you did not

make it clear why you were doing this. ihoreforo'halr the

result of the Work was lost because the actors did not know

what their aim was. If the director tells his actors what

he is aiming at it will help the actors very ouch. and thie

Will give quicker results. But if the director does not know

himself and wishes to continue to explore, than he must try

to explore together with the actors. why should you hide

your aim from your actors? Ibo action of bei": pulled by

the heart was good when it was given no action. You can

elaborate on this as much as you like hhefi the actor has his

action. instead of this the director gave the action or moving

with the left side without explaining the aim of the action.

on the other hand the mistake of the actors was
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that they did not explore their gestures with a hundred

percent power. Iou will got‘nothing from half-way movanento.

You must do the gesture with all your power. then your body

will give you the answer. You are not yet able to act,hut

you are able to exorcise the gesture with your full power.

Gradually this geeturo will be transformed into feeling, but

you will never reach this transformation of-the simple gesture

if you are doing the gesture half-way. Iho director's mistake

was that she did not point out this weakness on the part of

her cast. iho gesture to take in is not enough. The director

must tell the actor clearly what he must take in. The actor

would then do it inside, and in this way really take it in.

To be one hundred percent active in doing gestures

means to know exactly what you are doing. Therefore,evon a

slight vagueness on the part of the director will force his

coat to work only with half power. The idea of a passive

or transparent gesture was good. when this wan accomplished

then the director oouid havo let the actor lessen the trans-

parency and begin to radiate. The director did not give the

actor any progression. and it was not clear why he should be

transparent. where was the bridge? And the idea of the mirror

was only a symbol, rather than a psychological gesture. do

must have sound and good pictures or images in our imagination,

but not symbols. Hhe idea of dragging the foot was not good -

it would have been better if the whole 193 had been dragged,

because there would have been something to explore.
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You must remind your cast that they must not act

the psychological gesture. but must only explore it. 1he

director must mover ask the actors whether they wish to repeat

the exercises or hot. It is bad because actors are very lazy.

and the director will weaken his cast in this way. the idea

of the mask was all right, but you did not give the reason

for it. Weak as mask a3 illustration is nothing.

It is so important to explore our whole nature

with those psychological gestures. Hor instance, the gesture

from the heart. Perhaps the director will go furthcr and ex-

plore the left side as feeling. and the right side as will.

These simple exorcise: for the psychological gesture will

grow with experience. If you will build the whole scene

by means of you: psychological gesture. you uill at the same

time rehearse the play. but on a level which is much richer.

The richness of mo performance in the real world depends

upon how high you can reach the “platonic world;. 2 the world

of our psychological gestures.

toot dynix

You can take the whole first part of the play

and bring it into one gesture. ihc psychological gesture is

likc bread and nine rat the actor. .oer dynt must push his

obstacles away. not as heavy naturial things, but as . poet

' of beauty. Let him do it u: if it were a

 

Soliloquy. The actor must really experience what he is doing.
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The loss free the actor will he in doing his psychological

gesture, the more free he will he later on. it depends upon

the director what form of the gesture he gives. we are now

working with the psychological gesture because we want to

understand it. Later we will perhaps pay less attention to

it, and will pay more attention to imagination and other

things. iho director can find the whole play in the platonic

world. The more harmonious your composition of psychological

gestures in. the nearer you are to the platonic world. when

the director has found a gesture with his actors he can change

it and explore further.

Don Lu xotox

Always think of the spiral. it is good to do

psychological gestures and then imagine and always 50 back

to each thing, and do other things in between. A5 a director

you must vary your approach. iho purpose of giving imagination

as a ground is to awaken the imagination of your cast. lhe

director must Show his cast some forms hidden in the play

in order to awaken their imaginations. he must also Show

his cast the connection between various moments in the play.

The director must not lead his east through the play each

time — the actors must do this alone - but concerning various

points the director will speak to the cast at every re-

  
hearsal. Jooki at the play again and again is work which

 

tho cast oust do uluuys. tnly the : énifioant points, their
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connection. and the construction must be shown by the director.

The Golden stood:

he will speak our lines on the wings of our psycho-

logical gesture. aha small circle around the structure is the

space you must fill with the fullness of your speech. rure

psychological gesture - in the platonic world where things

are in their purest form. At first these péychological

gestures with speech may seem artificial. but this may be

only until the gesture becomes easy and l he second nature

to you. dhen the director has given you a gesture, after

you have mastered it the director LEE tell you evorything

around the play at this moment and it will be the aura around

the gesture you are able to do. :ow imagine that you have not

been given a gesture, and the director has only Spoken to

you - it can be a very empty thing.

1'» on; G‘flltl

It is not right to give a passive gesture such

as "waitingf. You muat tell your actor who} he nust g_. For

 

Her must grape lor lousands and thousands

of miles. Then it becomes an active thing. By "goeturo do

mean being active. “0 "recall" is also wrong - instead of

recalling you should repeat very clearly'what you want done.

To recall gives you nothing - to repeat would be active. if

you Will recall your own action or your own rehearsal, you

will take from the remembrance the worst fihiPJSg and you
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will not be able to recall the good things which always come

from your inspiration. You flust each time act new things.

What you can recall is your aura. If you try to recall the

rehearsal you will only give dry. shallow things. You must act

each time as if for the first time. if you recall you will

only take part or what you have done, and your whole power

will go in trying to recall it. Instead of this you must throw

it away and @ot new things. The text you will remember as

sounds and melody - that is another thing. it will become.

as it were, second nature and will re-creatc many things for

you. If an actor really remembers his words when learning

them, this is more than meaning, it is the rs—creation of

his own being.

The gesture to die contracted, or the gesture to

die giving up, these are beautiful compositions. The director

must underline those two things. In order to reach the compo-

sition of the two, you must explore each moment spiritually,

and the actor must regard them as jewels. Don't let it be

vogue .

x-ru-fzwu-(r

ATMOSPHERE:

The Fishinw Segue:

Exercise for imagination and for creating atmosphere.

Imagine the moment when your fear begins to stir ~ that fear

which is never far from your hearts. it grows and ;:ows with

 

each mothering cloud, with each gust 01 ad. At last borne
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in on you is the full knowledge ihat the storm is a terrible

one. Imagine how every part‘of your being gradually becames

riveted on the storm — nothing but the thought of the storm

exists for tho whole village. Finally coues tho moment when

this conquers everything, and sends you out from tho moiety

of your homes into the night. down the rocky path. battling

for your lives at each atop, until you reach the beach.

#rrrrao-ia;

Sometimes the directors are workirg too slowly.

There is not so much time in our life, and we must work much

u ‘ .9' 'I . " ‘ '7 \t

when giving definite actions they should be given quickly

and actively. because the actor'u nature is to be lazy.

It is better to do an exercise in sections, and then

bring them all together, rather than to give you: ac*ors too

much to do at first.

By doing a gesture, the actors will discover some

psychological subtleties, and by understanding them the actors

will change the gesture. Hhon‘the actor can add nuances, it

means that he has discovered something, and than he will be

able to add and add new qualities and discoveries To his gesture.

Then the ball will jump from psychology to gesture and from

gesture to psychology. ihe actor will understand you in this

19W language. and will be able to follow your direction wiin-

out the need of speaking intollectually. n3 ;esturc will
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become a language between the director and the actor.

You do not clarify‘tho idea of how you are using

music in Fee; 013 . Everything must be given in much clearer

form. must the mother always be lying down? Perhaps you will

reach more results by having her standing or sitting - this

leads to acting.

The director must give simpler gestures so that

they can be explored more deeply. In order to explore all

you have given today, you would need weeks and weeks. For

instance, Eater has gggg today but he has not ezglggeg. If

you had givon him this in a simpler form it would have been

hotter. The danger is that the actor does the movements in

an empty, mechanical way.

315,: Jor’aa

Exercise with the group. To recall the result of

your creative process is wrong - you must create it each time,

but in the case of the misc en 3cBno or the text these you

must recall. You can tell your actors to stop and be conscious,

and in that sense recall what they have just done. The actor

must be conscious of what he has done. but he must not use it

as a substitute for creating freshly each time.

ggpgcisel

The group rotates from left to right. exploring

being lost - a small circle of them. Ehey become aware of

Joan and are led to her. She leads them on. She takes them
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in and they aro led by some quality of her gesture.

Sometimes we have the illusion that we are doing

psychological gestures, but we are not. Today this turning

gesture was only an illusion. Ihis is the director's mistake.

You must have an eye for reality - you must not be drugged

by the illusion that your cast 15 Working. You must know

When they are going wrong. or when they are.doing nothing.

This is a most important point. The director must be much

stronger with his cast.

Joan's gesture was really done. and the result

will come. Beatrico's feelings are so flexible - she begins

to feel very easily. This is an actor. Beatrice has this

ability. having done a gesture, at once something comes from

her. The director must find why this does not happen when it

does not. how to overcome this? If the director sees that

the gesture was not understood. he must stop and give very

clearly an explanation of what is meant by this gesture. For

instance. is the shoulder rolling down or is it pulled down -

they are entirely different things. hhat is with the center

or the legs or tha hand? If the director sees that the gesture

is not realized, than he must give each part soparately.

The director does not need to analyze the gertura if it is

not understood, or to change the gesture; out do not leave

your cast in The state of half—undurstandixg a! What Lhey

are doing. This must be absolutely clear for cverybody who

directs.



 

r; k.s, for v ous reasoz‘s, you lost your energy.

.

3.2“; 2.01: to stop ”our work even Ior seven Seconds. 'mls stoppin-
r
u

 

awill never 'lve you rest. I.., is very tempt_.-; to rest for a

few seccads, but if you overcome fihis tenpta is); your power

will grow during: the rehearsal. ii you make some efforts in

will lose this desire to rest, and the

1 will be an entirely different one. Later you will

 

from th S-


